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our GREATER ENEMY sits in the offices in Congress, State Legislatures, 

SCOTUS

On May 31, 2018, at 12:10 PM, Lee S Gliddon Jr <runlv4@gmail.com> wrote:

POSTED

On Thu, May 31, 2018 at 9:45 AM, W.G.E.N. <idzrus@earthlink.net> wrote:

Many of us have this view that the ILLEGAL INVADERS are our enemy -  While many 

of them enter to do us great harm (MS13 etc) our GREATER ENEMY sits in the offices in 

Congress, State Legislatures, SCOTUS, and until Trump - the Oval Office.  The ILLEGALS 

could not enter our home nation without the EXPRESS ASSISTANCE of those ENEMIES 

WITHIN.

The parasite feeds off the host 

This is a very important factor in the equation. Pro illegal immigration attorneys 

(parasites) feed off illegal aliens. Any individuals who work for the anti-American organization, 

National Council of La Raza, are parasites who feed off the host. Federal judges who 

unconstitutionally give illegal aliens free medical care and other perks are also parasites that feed 

off the host: Congress and the White House. There is an entire food chain connected to this 

massive, illegal alien invasion, all parasites who must feed off the host to keep making money. 

They care nothing for the law and what's right for America. The almighty buck is all that matters 

to these parasites.  --- Devvy Kidd
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The best 'spray' for these insects,  these parasites - is to vote them OUT ASAP.  In the 

meantime keep their phone lines HOT - Capitol Switchboard   1-202-224-3121    -  Letters to the 

local papers help too.  Another way to get their attention is to write out a check to their 

campaigns and to write in the amount of  **ZERO** to match the quality of their work.  

MONEY is what drives them so let them know you are giving them ZERO.

For all those RINO's who pretend to be conservatives,  this Groucho Marx quote is more 

than fitting:

Groucho Marx had a line that would work for the Republican Party slogan: "Those are 

my principles. If you don't like them I have others."

Jackie Juntti

WGEN  idzrus@earthlink.net

WGEN does not click on lonely links - they get the delete button.

WGEN guidelines:  http://grassrootsgranny.com/wgen.htm

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

https://conservative-daily.com/2018/05/30/breaking-trump-tells-amnesty-republicans-

dont-dare/

Breaking: Trump Tells Amnesty Republicans ‘Don’t You Dare!’
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By Max McGuire/ 05/30/2018/ Immigration, Today's Action Alerts, Trump

A Republican Senator just let the cat out of the bag. Senator James Lankford (R-OK) 

went on MSNBC and admitted that he was working with a bipartisan group of Senators in secret 

to put together an immigration bill.

Does their new proposal approve Donald Trump's border wall? No. The plan would 

include partial funding for a border fence, but no actual approval for the project to move forward.

But do you know what this surrender plan does include? A pathway to citizenship for 

millions of illegal aliens.

Lankford was too afraid to reveal who else was working on it. But he is confident that 

they will have the votes when it comes to the floor.

This comes on the heels of Paul Ryan giving in and agreeing to hold a vote on a clean 

amnesty bill. The GOP conference is meeting this coming week to decide on which immigration 

bill to send to the floor. If Ryan doesn't cave, then moderate Republicans are prepared to force a 

vote on Obama's Dream Act.

But then, Donald Trump threw down the gauntlet last night. He doubled down and 

threatened to veto any bill that does not include border wall funding and his other immigration 
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demands. Even if that means shutting down the government.

President Trump is standing up to these cowards, but he can't do it alone!

Don't let Ryan and McConnell cave! Send your instant message to Congress and 

DEMAND they kill all amnesty proposals and pass the President's border security bill!

What we have right now is a high-speed game of chicken. Ryan and McConnell are 

committed to holding a vote on the left's immigration bill. After years of fighting Obama's 

amnesty push and even taking him to court, they are now rushing to rubber stamp Obama's 

amnesty proposal.

This is the bill that Hillary Clinton promised would get passed if she had won: complete 

amnesty for Obama's illegals and only token funding for border security.

The question I have for you is simple: Is this what you voted for?

Honestly, is this why you fought so hard to take this country back? 

The answer, at least from where I'm standing, is a resounding "no." But that doesn't mean 

we give up. That doesn't mean we accept defeat.

https://app.advocacytoaction.com/campaign.aspx?id=2482&utm_source=blog&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2482
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This means that we have to fight harder than ever before!

Stop this GOP amnesty in its tracks! Tell Congress right now that they MUST block 

these amnesty surrender bills and pass the President's border security package!

President Trump is ordering the GOP establishment to stand down. He gave them an 

ultimatum: pass his immigration proposal  including full funding for the wall  or else he will veto 

the bill, shut down the government, let the Dreamers' amnesty expire, and begin deportations.

Right now, there are 213 signatures on a discharge petition to force an amnesty vote in 

Congress. If five more Republicans surrender, the Left will finally get to vote on Obama's 

amnesty bill. They claim to already have the necessary votes…

Paul Ryan is scrambling to stop this from happening. But instead of holding the line, he is 

trying to "compromise" and give the Left what they want anyway. To him, this isn't about 

protecting the country. He is only interested in protecting his reputation and legacy…

The Republican leadership is now convening a party meeting this coming week. There, 

Ryan, McConnell, and the leadership will decide whether to honor their oaths or team up with 

the Democrats. They are literally going to put this surrender plan to a vote.

We stopped Barack Obama. We stopped Nancy Pelosi. We stopped Harry Reid. We even 
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stopped John Boehner from caving on amnesty.

Now, it is time to stop the GOP once again before it's too late!

It is literally now or never. Please, fight back and stop this RINO amnesty sabotage from 

succeeding! Send your instantaneous FaxBlast to Congress and FORCE them to kill all of these 

surrender amnesty bills!

Sincerely,

Joe Otto

Conservative Daily

-- 

Pastor Lee S Gliddon Jr

God's Word Christian Ministry

Conservative Patriot http://conpats.blogspot.com
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